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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has reached epidemic proportions in US.
US Around 1.7 million people are diagnosed with TBI each year. While a
majority of these injuries are due to physical blows that may occur because of a fall or during an athletic activity, blast-induced mild traumatic
brain injury (bmTBI) is specific to soldiers who are exposed to frequent improvised explosive device (IED) blasts in a hostile environment. A
blast wave consists of a high pressure front followed by a negative pressure tail. It is commonly believed that only the high pressure front
causes significant damage to the brain tissue. In recent years, new evidence has emerged revealing that extensive cavitation indeed occurs in
brain tissue due to the negative pressure that immediately follows the high pressure front in the blast wave. The negative pressure initiates
cavitation bubbles which collapse and release shock waves and cause significant local neuronal and astrocyte damage in sensitive areas of the
brain. The current research focusses on investigating this specific phenomena in brain tissue and surrogates (e.g., gels). The first goal of this
research is to develop an experimental facility to characterize cavitation in a simulated brain environment and measure associated
deformation during bubble growth and collapse. The second goal is to quantify the neuronal and astrocyte injury when a brain tissue is
exposed to blast waves.
A novel experimental facility has been developed to visualize controlled cavitation under high-rate stress wave loading, whose pressure
profile mimics that of a blast shock wave, i.e., it contains a high pressure component followed by a negative pressure component. Highly
sensitive pressure sensor measures the pressure inside the fluid filled chamber where a single gas bubble is introduced at a specified location.
Upon arrival of the pressure wave the bubble grows rapidly and collapses.
collapses Negative pressure magnitude, which dictates bubble growth rate
and its final size, can be controlled. Initially, a tissue surrogate (agarose gel) is used to investigate dynamic deformation behavior near a single
bubble growth and collapse. A high speed digital camera with frame rates up to 300,000 per second was employed to capture the tissue
deformation characteristics. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique was employed on the gel tissue to capture the time varying strain field
during the bubble growth, collapse, and subsequent generation of local shock wave. The relationships between the incident pressure,
cavitation bubble dynamics, and induced deformation within a tissue surrogate during shock loading are investigated. In the next step,
live brain tissue slices extracted from rats were tested with specified areas (e.g. Hippocampus) exposed to single bubble cavitation.
Postmortem histological studies have been performed to quantify neuronal and astrocyte damage as a function of shock pressure. Our
laboratory experiments have shown that the shock-induced cavitation bubble growth and collapse can be captured using this experimental
facility and the results indicate that sensitive tissue damage indeed occurs due to the shock wave generated by cavitation bubble collapse.
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